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Our vision

Introduction

Creativity Connects Us

The COVID-19 pandemic has completely
disrupted the arts and cultural industries.

Creativity is innate to humanity
and is the wellspring of culture.
We are all connected through arts
and creativity. Our arts are vital
expressions of human experience.
They embody individual and collective
stories, histories, identities and help
us understand what it means to be
human. They connect us to our past
and imagine our future. Our First
Nations cultures connect us to over
75,000 years of living culture and
knowledge and the country on which
we live.
The shared stories of millions of
diverse peoples who now call Australia
home promote mutual understanding
and respect and connect us to a
global community. The technologies
of the fourth industrial revolution
are transforming and disrupting
industries, economies, and how we
interact with our world and each
other. In this digital world connectivity
and creativity are more important
than ever – to our wellbeing, our
future growth and prosperity. In a
creatively connected nation, creative
enterprise is entrenched across
society, industry and government
and is the fuel that ignites our social,
cultural and economic success.

Our strategic objectives
Australians are transformed by
arts and creativity
Our arts reflect us

The pandemic has illuminated pressures
we were already feeling. It is bringing
to light aspects of our industry many
have long wanted to change, along with
new issues we are now being forced to
address.
It has also provided a clear imperative:
future disruptions are inevitable, and the
arts and cultural industries must rapidly
adjust to ensure they don’t just survive
but thrive in the future.
In addition, we have new, deep and
important research about how the
Australian public are engaging with arts
and culture, how they want to engage in
the future, and their evolving attitudes
towards Australian arts and culture.1
The public has expressed clear
appreciation for arts and culture during
the COVID-19 crisis. There may be
scope to build on this momentum to
improve public understanding of the arts’
contribution to society and economy. For
example, while one in two Australians
recognise the value of the arts to
wellbeing and happiness (56%), most
Australians underestimate the economic
value of the arts. 2
At the Australia Council for the Arts, we
have heard from many artists, cultural
practitioners and organisations through
industry roundtables, surveys, informal
conversations and focus groups. We
have heard from you as you deal with
and respond to the immediate crisis, and
while you consider how to start thinking
productively about the future.

First Nations arts and culture are
cherished
Arts and creativity are thriving

1

Arts and creativity are valued
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Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future:
Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
68% of Australians underestimate the number of
people employed in the creative arts compared
with those employed in coal mining. Creative arts
employ approximately 194,000 people, which is
about four times the number employed by the
coal mining industry: The Australia Institute 2020,
Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.

All segments and players across the
industry will play a role in determining and
creating the future of our industries.

How will the arts and cultural
industries be inclusive of all
Australians?

At this point, a dialogue across the industry
is required. Through this dialogue, we
can acknowledge the current situation,
understand the opportunities for change,
and engage in a national conversation
about the shared future that we can create.

Arts and culture are for all Australians.

Let’s re-imagine this together.
Throughout September and October
2020, we invite you to engage with us
via our online platform and through a
series of public town hall discussions. In
addition, there will be a range of curated
conversations and focus groups that align
with our key questions.

As an industry, we can develop our
public value so that what we do is
meaningful to all Australians, no matter
our cultural background or socioeconomic
circumstances.
As the world’s oldest living continuous
culture, we can place First Nations arts and
culture at the heart of our industry, working
to protect what is our number one cultural
asset and perhaps the single greatest
contribution we make to our national and
global identity.

Our two big questions are:

By providing multiple access points and
opportunities for engagement – digital, in
person, local, national and international,
regional and remote – we can ensure that
all Australians can equally participate in the
arts and cultural life of the nation.

— What do we want the arts and cultural
industries to look like in 2030?
— How do we get there?

How will the arts and cultural
industries play a significant role in the
nation’s recovery?

We have broken down our questions into
the following prompts for discussion:

Arts and culture are intrinsic to Australians’
individual and national wellbeing.

— How will the arts and cultural industries
be inclusive of all Australians?
— How will the arts and cultural industries
play a significant role in the nation’s
recovery?
— How will the arts and cultural industries
weather future disruptions?

As an industry, we can play a vital role in
our national recovery at a human level,
supporting individual mental health and
wellbeing, and helping communities to heal
and overcome divisions.

We will publish a summary of findings.

Prompts for discussion

Acknowledging that there will be more
questions that we have not asked in this
paper, we ask you:

— What other questions should
the arts and cultural industries
be asking?

Across and outside the creative and cultural
industries, our industry is an engine for
economic growth, innovation and jobs:
we can help to build the workforce for
the future, create jobs for young people,
build sustainable economies, and enhance
Australia’s trade relations and international
reputation.
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How will the arts and cultural
industries weather future disruptions?
This pandemic has shown us just how
vulnerable yet resilient we are.

What have we learned?
As an industry, we can ensure we have
the digital maturity and business models
to continue to work and reach audiences
throughout future disruptions, and in a
world where the mobility of work has
been forever altered. We can commit to
being climate responsible for the benefit of
present and future generations.
How can the industry support artists,
organisations and associated industries
throughout these disruptions?
We can review the ways we work to make
sure we take care of ourselves and each
other, ensuring psychological and cultural
safety for all.

The Australia Council’s role
in this discussion
The Australia Council for the Arts is one
part of the arts and cultural industries.
The industry ecology includes artists,
cultural practitioners, organisations (small,
medium and large), collectives, policy
makers, arts leaders, emerging leaders,
festivals, contractors and communities.
As the Australia Council, we are in a good
position to start this discussion and bring
together thoughts and ideas which we will
then share with you.
We will also be using the information
we gather to help us identify where our
future work might best be focused for
communities, audiences and artists.
It will be up to all members of the arts and
cultural industries, present and emerging, to
reflect, discuss, act and make change.
We are here to work with you on this
journey.

Next steps
There are several ways you can share your
own questions, thoughts and ideas for the
future of the arts and cultural industries:
— Send us an email or give us a call.
— Start your own discussion and share
with us.
— Tell us what your networks have been
thinking and talking about.
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1. Introduction
The entire world is adapting to the new conditions created by the pandemic and preparing
for a different, and still evolving future. The Australian arts and cultural industries have a
crucial role to play in rebuilding the nation.
Australia has dynamic, resilient and innovative arts and cultural industries. The nation is
home to an estimated 645,000 people working in cultural and creative occupations, and
approximately 50,000 professional practicing artists.3 Australia has a legislated, armslength national arts funding agency, and a history of bipartisan commitment to freedom of
speech and funding the arts as a public good.
The pandemic has shown how highly Australians value the arts and benefit from creative
activities. Before the pandemic, 84% of Australians acknowledged the positive impacts
of arts and culture – up from 75% in 2016.4 During the pandemic, most Australians (73%)
have said that the arts have improved their mood and quality of life.5 Since the pandemic,
the number of Australians who believe that arts and culture should receive more public
funding has increased.6
The industry has a role to ensure equitable access, cultural equity and inclusion for
Australians who identify as First Nations, gender diverse, Deaf and Disabled and culturally
and linguistically diverse.
The value of arts and culture to society, culture, wellbeing and the economy, while well
documented, is not well understood in the public sphere. COVID-19 has also exacerbated many
of the stressors faced by Australian arts and cultural practitioners, many of whom manage
precarious livelihoods and may experience significant job losses as a result of the pandemic.7
The pandemic has revealed opportunities for arts and cultural engagement in a digital age,
in addition to the challenges this presents for traditional models based on live attendance and
for remuneration of artists. Arts and cultural practitioners have quickly adapted, presenting
virtual events and offering remote learning and workshops, even though two thirds of those
offering digital events had never delivered digital programs before COVID-19.8
The pandemic has highlighted the need to explore and develop new models for future
financial sustainability. With disrupted income streams, especially those deeply reliant
on public gatherings and international travel, the industry has a role to play in exploring
new business models. These models should ensure the industry is financially sustainable
into the future and its economic contribution is maintained for the benefit of the arts and
cultural industries, the public it serves and the national economy.
The purpose of this discussion paper is to start a dialogue with our industry. As an
industry, we can acknowledge the current situation, identify our strengths, understand the
opportunities for change, and engage in a national conversation about the shared future
we can create.
3
4
5
6
7
8

Bureau of Communications and Arts Research 2018, Cultural and Creative Activity in Australia 2008–09 to 2016–17;
Throsby D and Petetskaya K 2017, Making Art Work: An economic study of professional artists in Australia.
Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
The Australia Institute 2020, Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.
The Australia Institute 2020, Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.
Grattan Institute 2020, Shutdown: Estimating the COVID-19 employment shock.
Culture Counts 2020, COVID-19 Impact on the Cultural Industries Survey Snapshot April 2020; Performing Arts
Connections Australia 2020, Survey Preview Data 21/4/2020.
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2. Opportunities for the Australian
arts and cultural industries
Arts and cultural practitioners have responded generously and rapidly to the COVID-19
situation. In a time of increased anxiety, loneliness and isolation, the arts and cultural
industries have provided experiences of belonging and connection, supported Australians’
wellbeing, and contributed to the foundations for economic recovery.
This discussion is an opportunity to talk about what the pandemic has taught our industry
about our strengths, our challenges and opportunities.

What do we want the arts and cultural industries to look like in 2030?
How do we get there?
2.1. An industry that is inclusive of all Australians
Arts and culture are for all Australians.
An industry that is inclusive of all Australians is one which:
—
—
—
—

places First Nations at its heart
is meaningful to all Australians
successfully communicates its value
is accessible for everyone.

2.1.1. An industry which is meaningful to all Australians
Arts and culture really brings people and whole communities together. Without it,
we’d be much more isolated as individuals.
Male, Townsville-based participant in A New Approach 2020, A View from Middle
Australia: Perceptions of arts, culture and creativity, Insight Research Series Report Three
Almost all Australians (98%) engage with arts and culture and recognise the positive
impacts of the arts on their lives and their communities.
Most Australians believe that artists make an important contribution to Australian society
(73%) and make for a richer, more meaningful life (68%). One in four Australians give time
or money to the arts and giving to the arts was on the rise prior to COVID-19.9
There may be scope to reach more members of the public with what arts and culture has
to offer. For example, two in five Australians think the arts are too expensive and attract
people who are somewhat elitist or pretentious,10 and 29% of Australians believe the
arts are not really for people like them.11 While almost all Australians participate in arts
and culture, less than half attend theatre, dance, visual arts, classical music or literature
9
10
11
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Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey; Creative Partnerships
Australia 2019, Giving Attitude: Private industry support survey 2018 research report.
Australia Council 2017, Connecting Australians: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
Australia Council 2017, Connecting Australians: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
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events.12 However, the Australia Council’s most recent National Arts Participation Survey
has identified a growing engagement with these artforms, with the proportion of
Australians attending these events increasing between 2016 and 2019.13
Findings also suggest that Australians believe funding priorities in the arts should ensure:
— young people have access to art and creative experiences
— free and low-cost events are available
— art and creative experiences are available to support people’s health and wellbeing.

How will the arts and cultural industries further build public value?
2.1.2. An industry that successfully communicates its value
During the COVID-19 lockdown, Australians have been participating in more cultural
activities, more often.14 For example, one in three Australians have been reading more
works of fiction and one in four have been reading more non-fiction than usual.15 More
than half (54%) of Australians agree that the pandemic has increased their appreciation
for authors, musicians, actors, dancers and other creative artists (higher for young people
aged 18–29 (64%)).16
Since the pandemic, more Australians believe that arts and culture should receive more
public funding. Before the pandemic, two in three Australians already believed that the arts
should receive public funding (63%).17
The public has expressed clear appreciation for the arts during the COVID-19 crisis. There
may be scope to build on this momentum to improve public understanding of the arts’
contribution to society and economy. For example, while one in two Australians recognise
the value of the arts to wellbeing and happiness (56%), most Australians underestimate the
economic value of the arts.18
How might the sector further use the data and research that exists to increase the
understanding of the contributions arts and culture make to daily life and the Australian
economy?

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Australia Council 2017, Connecting Australians: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
Australia Council 2017, Connecting Australians: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
Patternmakers and WolfBrown 2020, Phase 2 COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor Australia Snapshot Report: July 2020.
The Australia Institute 2020, Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.
The Australia Institute 2020, Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.
Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
68% of Australians underestimate the number of people employed in the creative arts compared with those employed
in coal mining. Creative arts employ approximately 194,000 people, which is about four times the number employed
by the coal mining industry: The Australia Institute (2020) Polling – Lockdown and the Arts May 2020.
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2.1.3. An industry that places First Nations at its heart
Faced with this clear and present danger of COVID-19, the real possibility of massive
losses across this country of our living libraries who are our knowledge holders is upon
us. How are we, as art and cultural practitioners and industry professionals who draw
upon these libraries for content and direction, responding?
Wayne Barker, presentation at Australia Council First Nations’ Roundtable 3/4/2020
Supporting First Nations arts and culture is perhaps the single greatest contribution we
make to our national and global identity.
The vast majority of Australians agree that First Nations arts are an important part of
Australian culture (75%).19 The arts and culture industry has a unique opportunity to centre
First Nations Australians in the culture and identity of the nation.
As an industry, we could better honour First Nations heritage, better promote First Nations
approaches to healing, mental health and wellbeing, and amplify First Nations voices. We
could agree to a timeline for equitable representation in leadership roles and funding, and
self-determination in arts and cultural investment, curation and programming.

How will the industry place First Nations arts and culture at its heart?
2.1.4. An industry that reflects Australia’s diversity
The majority of Australians feel that the arts are an important way to understand other
people and cultures (60%) and gain insights into other people’s perspectives (71%).
Most Australians also believe that the arts reflect the nation’s diversity (71%), and more
than one in three Australians (36%) connect with, and share, their cultural background
through art and creativity, including by going to arts events (31%). 20
With a focus on cultural equity, we could have a roadmap for decolonising the arts,
led by First Nations people, as well as a compass for understanding who we are as
immigrants on Indigenous land.
Veronica Pardo, ArtsHub 8/6/20
However, culturally and/or linguistically diverse Australians are nine times less likely than
white Australians to occupy leadership roles in the arts and cultural industries, 21 and only
one in ten practising professional artists are from a non-English speaking background
compared to one in five workers in the general workforce. 22

19
20
21
22
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Australia Council 2020, Creating our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
Australia Council 2020, Creating our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
Diversity Arts Australia, BYP Group and University of Western Sydney 2019, Shifting the Balance.
Throsby D and Petetskaya K 2017, Making Art Work: An economic study of professional artists in Australia.
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One in five Australians live with a disability but less than one in ten practising professional
artists have a disability. We know that women are under-represented at the level of
creative directors and Board chairs, 23 but there is insufficient data on gender diverse
representation across the industry.
As an industry, we can consider sharing and shifting power and creating new sources of
power which challenge and transform the status quo. For example, the industry could
collectively agree to a timeline to make its workplaces, leaders and programs representative
in terms of cultural background, gender diversity, regional accessibility and disability.

How will the arts and cultural industries ensure Australians of all
backgrounds, genders and disabilities are meaningfully represented?
2.1.5. An industry that is accessible to everyone
For many Deaf and Disabled people, the world has never been accessible. Whilst
this may be uncomfortable for some in the non-disabled community, this current
world is one where we do not need to wade through ableism to attend a workshop, a
meeting, a rehearsal. No microaggressions, inappropriate questioning or judgement or
judgement on public transport, no having to experience our access needs not being
met, ignored or forgotten.
Caroline Bowditch, CEO, Arts Access Victoria
For many Australians, arts and culture have become more accessible as a result of the
pandemic.
Since March 2020, arts organisations have expanded their digital business operations
and delivery of arts experiences online. The digital shift accelerated by COVID-19 has the
potential to enable more people with disability to participate in the arts and cultural labour
force as well as access arts experiences.
This is also true for Australians living in regional areas. Prior to the pandemic, regional
Australians were already highly engaged, attending arts events at almost the same level
of frequency as metropolitan-based Australians (64% compared to 70%). 24 As a result
of the arts’ agile shift to digital delivery, 67% of attendees of regional and remote arts
organisations are currently accessing arts and cultural content online. 25
In addition to digital access, face to face engagement is important for communities to
connect. We have an opportunity to make sure the industry becomes representative of,
and accessible to, the wider Australian population at all levels, across all regions and areas
of practice.

How will we make sure our industry is accessible to everyone?
How will we create genuine pathways for diversity, inclusion and
representation?

23 Diversity Arts Australia, BYP Group and University of Western Sydney 2019, Shifting the Balance.
24 Australia Council 2020, Creating our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
25 Patternmakers and WolfBrown 2020, COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor Phase 1 and 2.
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2.2. An industry that plays a vital role in the nation’s recovery
Arts and culture are intrinsic to our individual and national wellbeing.
The arts and cultural industries can offer value across portfolios to support Australians’
economic security, health and wellbeing. We have the agility, unique skills and traits to
help society imagine and create a future in which people feel connected, valued and that
they belong.
An industry that helps Australians get back on our feet is one which:
— supports recovery and resilience
— is essential to Australians’ wellbeing
— drives economic growth and a strong national brand.
2.2.1. An industry that supports a resilient Australia
In my experience, art plays a critical, but hugely undervalued role, in this process
(disaster recovery). However, I don’t believe it is art as a spectator activity – it is the
participation, the involvement in the creative process that makes the difference.
Bruce Esplin Emergency Services Commissioner, Vic 2011
Arts and culture have a critical role to play in supporting communities as their heal from
the trauma of the bushfires and the pandemic.
Arts and cultural activities demonstrably help communities recover from disaster and
trauma. 26 Cultural and community development practitioners have a key role in this space,
skilled in creative processes for individual and communal re-building. Research shows how
the arts can help people to reconnect, develop empathy and deepen their appreciation of
cultural and social diversity. 27
Relevant and thoughtful community engaged practice can overcome such social and
cultural barriers. The arts and cultural industries have the skills and expertise to reinforce
Australia’s unique cultural position by bringing people into regular contact with people
from diverse cultures, abilities and lived experiences, therefore developing empathy,
understanding and a sense of cohesive identity. 28
The arts and cultural industries redirect us from ourselves and towards one another.
They help us remember and reimagine who we are as a society, and they help us build
connections across differences.

26 A New Approach 2019, Transformative: Impacts of Culture and Creativity, Insight Research Series Report Two.
27 A New Approach 2019, Transformative: Impacts of Culture and Creativity, Insight Research Series Report Two.
28 Wood D and Daley J 2018, A Crisis of Trust: The Rise of Protest Politics in Australia, Grattan Institute.
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2.2.2. An industry that is essential to Australians’ wellbeing
I’m at Footscray Primary School at the moment. I’m bringing together people over
60 and kids under ten. As artists, we can be making our connections, and meaningful
connections, with communities. And often local. The pandemic has brought this out.
Sarah Ward, APAM Wire Series #
Arts and cultural activities have been shown to improve people’s physical, mental and
emotional health. Engagement in the arts can mitigate against dementia and increase
young people’s engagement with education. 29 Arts activities help Australians overcome
loneliness, which is as great a cause of premature death as obesity or smoking.30
Australians increasingly recognise these benefits, with 56% acknowledging the impact of
the arts and creativity in dealing with stress, anxiety or depression (up by 11% since 2016).31
Currently, one in three Australians with mental health illnesses do not seek treatment.32
Participation in arts and culture provides additional supports in increasing mental
health and wellbeing. There is a significant opportunity for the industry to measurably
and directly improve people’s lives by working in partnership with other portfolio areas
and institutions. There is also an opportunity to build First Nations arts and culture and
connections with health, wellbeing and healing approaches to benefit both First Nations
and non-Indigenous Australians.
Arts and culture are crucial to rebuilding community trust and social cohesion. One in four
people who lodged a racial discrimination complaint with the Australian Human Rights
Commission in February and March say they were targeted due to the pandemic, and
there may have been up to eight times as many COVID-related racist incidents occurring in
the community but going unreported.33 Ensuring cultural safety is essential to health and
wellbeing.

How will the arts and cultural industries continue to contribute to
Australians health and wellbeing? What partnerships do we need to
deliver the most value to the public?

29 A New Approach 2019, Transformative: Impacts of Culture and Creativity, Insight Research Series Report Two; Martin
A et al 2013, ‘The role of arts participation in students’ academic and nonacademic outcome: a longitudinal study of
school, home and community factors,’ Journal of Educational Psychology 105(3); Davies C, Knuiman M and Rosenberg
M 2015, ‘The art of being mentally healthy: a study to quantify the relationship between recreational arts engagement
and mental wellbeing in the general population,’ BMC Public Health 16(15).
30 A New Approach 2019, Transformative: Impacts of Culture and Creativity, Insight Research Series Report Two.
31 Australia Council 2020, Creating our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
32 See: Healthdirect.gov.au
33 88% of people who described a racist incident in response to the COVID-19 Coronavirus Racism Incident Report
Survey did not report what happened to the police.
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2.2.3 An industry that supports economic growth and a strong national brand
Creative skills have a substantial influence on Australia’s economy, with businesses
relying on $87 billion worth of creative industries inputs in 2014–15.
Bureau of Communications and Arts Research, 2018
Cultural and creative activity is an engine of economic growth and innovation,
contributing $111.7 billion to the Australian economy in 2016–17, comprising 6.4% of GDP.34
Arts and culture also make important economic contributions to allied industries, such
as tourism. In 2018, overnight arts tourists contributed $14.3 billion, or 20% of the total
overnight domestic tourist spend, while Australians on daytrips contributed $1.7 billions, or
8%, of the total daytrip expenditure.35
At least one in ten Australians in the labour force has a creative qualification as their
highest level of qualification, and in the top five most innovation-active industries this was
even higher (between 10% and 28% of employees). 36 One in two Australians believe that
the arts build creative skills necessary for the future workforce. 37 Before the pandemic,
creative jobs were growing at double the rate of the rest of the Australian economy. 38
Arts and culture are also key elements of many nations’ diplomatic strategies, building
trust and global reputation. This in turn leads to increased trade, investment, security
and exchange.39 Our industry can play a meaningful role in Australia’s soft power efforts,
cementing positive relationships with other nations and elevating the international
perception of Australia as an inclusive, progressive nation.
As an industry, we can participate in economic recovery for the nation, building jobs for
young people, preparing the workforce for as yet unimagined jobs in the future economy,
and supporting a strong national brand.

How will the arts and cultural industries contribute to the creation
of jobs and the skills for the future workforce? How will the industry
contribute to a strong national brand?

34
35
36
37
38
39
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Bureau of Communications and Arts Research 2018, Cultural and Creative Activity in Australia 2008–09 to 2016–17.
Australia Council 2020, Domestic Arts Tourism: Connecting the country.
Bureau of Communications and Arts Research 2019, Creative Skills for the Future Economy.
Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
From 2011 to 2016: Bureau of Communications and Arts Research (2019) Creative Skills for the Future Economy.
A New Approach 2019, Transformative: Impacts of Culture and Creativity, Insight Research Series Report Two.
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2.3. An industry that can weather future disruptions
This pandemic has shown us just how vulnerable yet resilient our nation and our industries are.
This is an opportunity to ensure our business models are both agile and sustainable,
our ways of working are responsible and responsive whilst our outputs are relevant and
impactful. What are these business models and ways of working?
Arts and cultural industries that can weather future disruptions are:
—
—
—
—

digitally mature
climate responsible
psychologically and culturally safe
financially sustainable.

What can the arts and cultural industries learn from this pandemic
experience to build our readiness for future crises?
2.3.1. An industry that is digitally mature
Arts and cultural businesses are already building the strong digital capabilities and
compelling digital offerings that will be necessary to thrive in future contexts. Like other
businesses across the Australian economy, many in the industry have shifted towards
internet-native business models in response to pandemic conditions.
Digital content is not currently a key source of direct revenue for most producers of arts
content. However, the majority (73%) of regular arts-goers have continued to engage with
arts through online means and intend to continue doing so after the pandemic.40 Many
artists and organisations are innovating in the types of experiences that are available,
adopting a hybrid model of online and live content to respond to people’s preferences
and accessibility needs.
Digital content reinforces positive perceptions of the arts and cultural industries as
contributing to the Australian community throughout the pandemic. Digital content also
reaches Australians (and international audiences) who may not have the financial means,
ability, time or proximity to regularly attend arts events.
Digital strategies can also generate income, for example through sales of experiences,
products or services which cannot be replicated, and which reinforce online and offline
communities.

What digital models can the arts and cultural industries develop for
making arts experiences accessible and innovative and supporting arts
businesses to be viable?

40 Patternmakers and WolfBrown 2020, Phase 2 COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor Australia Snapshot Report: July 2020.
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2.3.2. An industry that is climate responsible
In the context of live performance, even if we are not physically together and I literally
cannot touch you, how might this be an artistic question in itself, analogous to how we
deal with interactivity, participation or ‘breaking the fourth wall’ in the theatre?
Daniel Kok, Artistic Director, Dance Nucleus (Singapore), APAM Wire Series #7
The pandemic, and the bushfires immediately preceding it, have encouraged artists to
experiment with digital modes of access, mobility and exchange. We must interrogate
the sustainability of traditional modes of moving work around the country and around
the world must be interrogated. Ensuring the industry is both climate responsible and
accessible is a challenge that needs to be met.
As an industry, we have an opportunity to commit to a timeframe for carbon
neutrality, developing and adopting new modes of climate responsible touring
and artistic collaboration.

How will the arts and cultural industries act on climate responsibility?
What are the priorities for artistic mobility and exchange in an
increasingly digital environment and in the context of climate change?
2.3.3. An industry that is psychologically safe
The government has worked with the arts and cultural industries with a range of
initiatives to support the mental health and wellbeing of workers, including Support Act,
the Australian Alliance for Wellness in Entertainment and the Arts Wellbeing Collective.
Cultural safety is also a priority, ensuring people of diverse cultural backgrounds, people
who live with a disability, First Nations people and people who are gender diverse feel safe
and welcome in the arts and cultural industries’ workplaces.
As an industry, we could collectively address the deeper, underlying causes of mental
health issues and issues which impact on cultural safety. For example, the industry could
consider options for shifting away from a culture of ‘busy-ness’ towards ensuring artists
have the time and space to work and be well, and review work practices to ensure inclusive
environments for all.
Organisations can consider structural issues that are contributing negatively to mental
health, wellbeing and a lack of cultural psychological, safety.
We have an opportunity to imagine, design and develop new operating models that
promote cultural, psychological and physical safety as inherent to the ways we work

How can we change the ways we work to ensure the psychological
safety of our workers, audiences and communities?
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3. Next steps
Our industry, our nation, and our communities are at a crossroads.
The pandemic has brought up the big questions about what makes human existence
meaningful, and how we want to live. We have an opportunity to re-set: to lay the
foundations for an industry which is meaningful to all Australians; equitable and accessible;
digitally adapted and connected to technology; climate responsible and resilient.
the truth in the soil
everywhere
the sweet smell of kangaroo grass bread
signals the new day
And Country Spoke Through Them
By Z. Cumpston
Elders Anthology of Australian Poetry (2020 – 2029)
(Assembly for the Future Press, Naarm, Australia, 2029)
Throughout September and October 2020, we will invite you to engage with us via our
online platform and through a series of public town hall discussions. In addition, there will
be a range of curated conversations and focus groups that align with our key questions.
There are several ways you can share your own questions, thoughts and ideas for the
future of the arts and cultural industries:
— Start your own discussion and share with us
— Tell us what your networks have been thinking and talking about
We will bring together your thoughts and ideas and share these with you. We will publish a
summary of findings.
We will also be using the information we gather to help us determine priorities.
It will be up to you and all members of the arts and cultural industries, present and
emerging, to reflect, discuss, and act.
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